
JEWS CHRISTIANS GREEKS AND ROMANS

Jews, Christians, and the Roman Empire The Poetics of Power in Late Antiquity, Rome may have conquered and
absorbed Greek territories and entrusted.

Contributors: William Adler, Beth A. Mind and body training in the gymnasia was a direct affront to the
supremacy of the Temple. Especially admirable is the book's implicit argument that late antiquity was
constituted not by a single seismic shift but by the slow accretion of small changes over time. The
pervasiveness of the strategy may hint at its effectiveness for consolation or cognitive masteryâ€”as if poetics
might rewrite power. Some cities, like Sebaste Sepphoris , the major city of Galilee, were entirely Greek and,
as it happens, go unmentioned in the Bible. The temple in Jerusalem Although each Jewish community
worshipped at its own synagogue, the temple in Jerusalem remained the spiritual center of their worship. In
contrast, the Jews had a vast catalogue of sex crimes, all of them capital offences. Swartz, Rina Talgam.
Studies of the self-presentation of Jews and Christians in relation to Greek culture, language, and knowledge
are similarly widespread. With recent interest in Roman provincials, there has also come fresh attention to the
potential for Jewish evidence to be used as Roman evidence. For all the attention to the Jewish Revolt and
other conflicts, however, there has been less concern for situating Jews within Roman imperial contexts; just
as Jews are frequently dismissed as atypical by scholars of Roman history, so Rome remains invisible in many
studies of rabbinic and other Jewish sources written under Roman rule. Rebellion in Judaea Although Judaea
was ruled by the Romans, the governors there had practiced the same kind of religious tolerance as was shown
to Jews in Rome [expert]. The loyalty of Jews within the Roman Empire was therefore always in question.
Gnosticism embraced many schools of thought, and within it even some Jews could find a theological niche.
There is one prime exception to this general ruleâ€”the Jews. Initially, the Jews were ruled by the Greeks of
Alexandria. A Jewish rebellion beginning in 66, unfortunately, fulfilled this need; Jerusalem was torched and
the population massacred. Tim Whitmarsh calls for a more nuanced view of Jews in the Greco-Roman world.
Synagogues were classified as colleges to get around Roman laws banning secret societies and the temples
were allowed to collect the yearly tax paid by all Jewish men for temple maintenance. Likewise, in modern
research on Judaism and Christianity, there has been much attention to moments of clash and conflict between
Jews and the Roman Empire, particularly in relation to the first Jewish Revolt and the Bar Kokhba Revolt. To
their numbers could be added the tens of thousands of pilgrims drawn to the Temple several times a year for
the various festivals. Dohrmann is Associate Director of the Herbert D. The product was a multifaceted,
cosmopolitan and secular civilization. By the time of the Roman destruction of the Second Temple, there were
already ample strategies for elevating Moses over Homer or Platoâ€” many of which would be repeated for
centuries thereafter. There is no denying the existence of tensions and sporadic bouts of violence between
communities, or that, long before AD 70, some Greco-Roman writers said insulting things about Jews. But
there was no inherent antipathy between civilisations. The temple had been rebuilt three times. Protected by
Rome and allowed to continue their religion, everything was fine until rebellion in Judaea led to a major
change in the practice of their faith. Natalie B. Contributors: William Adler, Beth A. Whether the Jews were
any more or less typical as Roman provincials than the Gauls, for instance, remains largely unaddressed. The
classical world was certainly a dangerous place, but we should not forget that normal life involved high levels
of civic integration. The horrors of 70 were the result of political improvisation, not destiny. Its very liberalism
and inclusiveness placed Gnosticism directly at odds with all who argued for faith and a blind and
unquestioning acceptance of dogma.


